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COLLECTION

I am a dedicated cyclist. I desire the 
best quality fabrics and highly developed 

cycle wear patterns. I follow the latest 
developments in cycling and want similar 

gear that is supplied to Alpecin-Fenix 
and the Great Britain Cycling Team. 

In my short sleeve jersey I like a slightly 
longer sleeve and shorter front panels. 

In my bib shorts I prefer a more 
compressive fabric and a pad designed for 

long-distance riding over 3 hours.

PRO
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Razor
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Lightweight and breathable Razor fabrics 
that have been developed for racing wear.

 ∙ Mesh side panels for maximum air flow.

 ∙ Active seams provide better elasticity 
and deliver perfect fit.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Longer sleeves with bonded edge hem to reduce drag.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Pyramid shape of the three-compartment pocket 
allows easy access.

MEN 
n50076-MS61 
n50076-MS62 
(with a water-resistant pouch)

WOMEN 
n50076-LS61 
n50076-LS62 
(with a water-resistant pouch)

N O T E S
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MEN 
n51079-MS65 
n51079-MS66 

(with a water-resistant pouch)

WOMEN 
n51079-LS65 
n51079-LS66 

(with a water-resistant pouch)

Carbon Z1
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Upgraded quick-drying knitted fabric Carbon Z1.

 ∙ Active seams provide better elasticity 
and deliver perfect fit.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Sleeves with bonded edge hem to reduce drag. 

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Pyramid shape of the three-compartment pocket allows easy 
access.

N O T E S
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Verano Ultra
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Lightweight and highly breathable Verano Ultra fabric.

 ∙ Mesh panels on the shoulders give maximum ventilation.

 ∙ Active seams provide better elasticity 
and deliver perfect fit.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Longer sleeves with bonded edge hem to reduce drag.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Pyramid shape of the three-compartment pocket 
allows easy access. 

 
Please note: It is advisable to use sun cream underneath.

MEN 
n50074-MS61 
n50074-MS62 
(with a water-resistant pouch)

WOMEN 
n50074-LS61 
n50074-LS62 
(with a water-resistant pouch)

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50074-MN63

WOMEN 
n50074-LN63 

Verano Ultra
CYCLING SLEEVELESS JERSEY

 ∙ Lightweight and highly breathable Verano Ultra fabric.

 ∙ Active seams provide better elasticity and deliver perfect fit.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Pyramid shape of the three-compartment pocket allows easy 
access. 
 
Please note: It is advisable to use sun cream underneath.

N O T E S
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Shark
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Waterproof and breathable Shark fabric 
with a brushed inner liner for warmth.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay.

 ∙ High, close-fitting collar to protect your neck.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Three back pockets with mesh drainage at the bottom.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n51077-MS42

WOMEN 
n51077-LS42 

N O T E S
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MEN 
n51077-ML42

WOMEN 
n51077-LL42 

Shark
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Waterproof and breathable Shark fabric with 
a brushed inner liner for warmth.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay.

 ∙ High, close-fitting collar to protect your neck.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Three back pockets with mesh drainage at the bottom.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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Temps
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ New Temps fabric delivers perfect blend 
of comfort and performance.

 ∙ Soft to touch for warmth and aero fit with maximum 
freedom of movement. 

 ∙ Under-sleeve inserts made from carbon fibre fabric.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top 
from riding up.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

 ∙ Long overlaid zipper provides continuity of your design.

MEN 
n50052-ML33

WOMEN 
n50052-LL33 

N O T E S
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Stratos
CYCLING GILET

 ∙ Wind-proof and water-resistant STRATOS membrane.

 ∙ Waterproof Rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability: 6.000–8.000 g/m2/24h.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Inside collar made from mesh material to ensure better 
moisture management.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
N50111-MN01 (mesh back panel) 

N50118-MN20 (membrane back panel)

WOMEN 
n50111-LN01 (mesh back panel) 

N50118-LN20 (membrane back panel) 
 

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50211-ML01

WOMEN 
n50211-LL01

Stratos
CYCLING JACKET

 ∙ Wind-proof and water-resistant STRATOS membrane.

 ∙  Waterproof Rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability: 6.000–8.000 g/m2/24h.

 ∙ Hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures easy opening 
and closing with one hand.

 ∙ Inside collar made from mesh material to ensure 
better moisture management.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top 
from riding up.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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Event
CYCLING JACKET

 ∙ Technologically advanced W&W eVent membrane 
vents heat and sweat to regulate body temperature.

 ∙ Fully tape-sealed seams to keep the rain out.

 ∙ Waterproof Rating > 20.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 20.000 g/m2/24h.

 ∙ Inside collar made from mesh material to ensure 
better moisture management.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n50219-ML09 

 
WOMEN 

n50219-LL09

N O T E S
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Diamond
CYCLING JACKET

 ∙ Innovative membrane waterproof fabric.

 ∙ Waterproof Rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 11.000 g/m2/24hrs.

 ∙ Long underlaid zipper with a top overlap 
for increased comfort.

 ∙ Three compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Inner layer includes an insulated balaclava 
to protect your face.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n50072-ML78 
 
WOMEN 
n50072-LL78

N O T E S
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Goffrato
CYCLING BIB SHORTS

 ∙ Compressive Goffrato fabric keeps the pad perfectly 
in place for maximum comfort.

 ∙ Mesh inserts positioned on the back of thighs 
to provide better elasticity.

 ∙ Elastic bibs constructed with bonded seams 
for greater comfort.

 ∙ Flat seams to ensure maximum comfort.

 ∙ Anti-slip leg grippers stitched with reflective flat seams 
to increase visibility.

 ∙ Race radio back pocket.

MEN 
n61065-MA13 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n61065-MA12 (Zoom X pad) 
 

WOMEN 
n61065-LA02 (Endurance 3D pad women) 

n61065-LA04 (Zoom X pad women)

N O T E S
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Verano Flex
CYCLING BIB SHORTS

 ∙ Light and breathable Verano Flex fabric designed for summer.

 ∙ Mesh inserts positioned on the back of thighs 
to provide better elasticity.

 ∙ Elastic bibs constructed with bonded seams 
for greater comfort.

 ∙ Flat seams to ensure maximum comfort.

 ∙ Anti-slip leg grippers stitched with reflective 
flat seams to increase visibility.

 ∙ Race radio back pocket.

MEN 
n61066-MA13 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n61066-MA12 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n61066-LA02 (Endurance 3D pad women) 
n61066-LA04 (Zoom X pad women)

N O T E S
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Shark
CYCLING BIB SHORTS

 ∙ Waterproof and breathable Shark fabric 
with a brushed inner liner for warmth.

 ∙ Intricate construction of bibs for a perfect fit.

 ∙ Legs finished with inner anti-slip band.

 ∙ Flat seems ensure maximum comfort.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n61067-MA18 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n61067-MA19 (Zoom X pad)

 
WOMEN 

n61067-LA20 (Endurance 3D pad women) 
n61067-LA21 (Zoom X pad women)

N O T E S
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N O T E S
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COLLECTION

I follow the mantra: there is no such thing 
as bad weather, only bad clothing choices. 

Neither rain nor cold temperatures 
keep me indoors. 

That´s why I need water resistant clothing.
In my bibshorts I prefer a pad 

for long-distance riding

RAINMEM
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RainMem
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Elastic and insulated membrane material 
for extra comfort and warmth.

 ∙ Waterproof rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 11.000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Elongated back cut for better protection 
against the elements.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top 
from riding up.

 ∙ Three back pockets.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n50077-MS56

WOMEN 
n50077-LS56 

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50077-ML56

WOMEN 
n50077-LL56

RainMem
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Elastic and insulated membrane material 
for extra comfort and warmth.

 ∙ Waterproof rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 11.000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Water and wind-resistant characteristics.

 ∙ High collar serves as a protection for your neck.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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RainMem
CYCLING BIB SHORTS

 ∙ Elastic and insulated membrane material 
for extra comfort and warmth.

 ∙ Waterproof rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 11.000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Water and wind-resistant characteristics.

 ∙ Bibs made from Roubaix material with warm 
brushed inner layer.

 ∙ Legs finished with “fullgrip” elastic band that is stitched with 
reflective flatlock seam.

 ∙ Flats seams ensuring maximum comfort.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n60063-MA05 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n60063-MA20 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n60063-LA02 (Endurance 3D pad women)

N O T E S
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MEN 
n60267-MA70 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n60267-MA55 (Zoom X pad) 
n60267-MA56 (no pad)

WOMEN 
n60267-LA83 (Endurance 3D pad women) 

n60267-LA58 (no pad)

RainMem
CYCLING BIB TIGHTS

 ∙ Elastic and insulated membrane material 
for extra comfort and warmth.

 ∙ Waterproof rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 11.000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Water and wind-resistant characteristics.

 ∙ Bibs made from Roubaix material with warm brushed inner layer.

 ∙ Flats seams ensuring maximum comfort.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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N O T E S
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COLLECTION

I ride regularly and want high quality 
clothing. I prefer a typical tight-fitting cut 

and trust the classic cycling material 
like Lycra or Roubaix. 

In my bibshorts I prefer a pad 
for medium-long distance 

riding around 3 hours.

ELITE
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Spinn
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Sleeves with bonded edge hem to reduce drag.

 ∙ Elastic inserts under the sleeves 
for a great anatomic fit.

 ∙ Three back pockets with a small opening 
for an earpiece cable.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n50078-MS50 
n50078-MS51 
(with a water-resistant pouch)

WOMEN 
n50078-LS50 
n50078-LS51 
(with a water-resistant pouch)

N O T E S
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MEN 
n51072-MS53 
n51072-MS54 

(with a water-resistant pouch)

WOMEN 
N51072-LS53 
N51072-LS54 

(with a water-resistant pouch)

Stripes
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Sleeves with bonded hem edge to reduce drag.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top 
from riding up.

 ∙ Three back pockets with a small opening 
for an earpiece cable.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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Andorra
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Insulated and breathable Andorra material 
to keep you warm without overheating.

 ∙ Silicone waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket with cable opening.

 ∙ Reflective detailsto increase visibility.

MEN 
n50057-ML40

WOMEN 
n50057-LL40

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50113-MN19

 
WOMEN 

n50113-LN19

MicroFiber
CYCLING GILET

 ∙ Side and underarm panels made from elastic fabric 
to deliver a perfect fit.

 ∙ High collar offers protection for your neck.

 ∙ Narrow elastic waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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Mission Flow
CYCLING GILET

 ∙ Lightweight and compact wind and water-resistant 
three-layer membrane easily stored in jersey pocket. 

 ∙ Rear panel made from mesh fabric 
for better breathability.

 ∙  Waterproof rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 10.000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Silicone waistband to prevent your top from riding up.

 ∙ Long underlaid zipper to protect against cold air 
and top overlap for increased comfort.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.
MEN 
n50126-MN03 (mesh back panel) 
n50128-MN05 (membrane back panel)

WOMEN 
n50126-LN03 (mesh back panel) 
n50128-LN05 (membrane back panel)

KIDS 
n50126-JN23

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50213-ML19

 
WOMEN 

n50213-LL19 

MicroFiber
CYCLING JACKET

 ∙ Side and underarm panels made from elastic fabric 
to deliver a perfect fit.

 ∙ High collar offers protection for your neck.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Narrow elastic waistband to prevent your top 
from riding up.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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Mission Flow
CYCLING JACKET

 ∙  Lightweight and compact wind and water-resistant 
three-layer membrane easily stored 

in jersey pocket.

 ∙ Waterproof rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 10.000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Underarm panels in Power Lycra ensuring 
elasticity and breathability.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband to prevent your top 
from riding up.

 ∙ Long underlaid zipper to protect against cold air 
and top overlap for increased comfort.

 ∙ Three back pockets.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n50248-ML06 
n50248-MZ07 (removable sleeves)

WOMEN 
n50248-LL06 
n50248-LZ07 (removable sleeves)

KIDS 
n50248-JL26

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50249-ML06 

 
WOMEN 

n50249-LL06 
 

KIDS 
 n50249-JL26

Winter Flow
CYCLING JACKET

 ∙ Fleece lined membrane material W&W Winter Flow 
for added warmth.

 ∙ Waterproof rating > 10.000 mm.

 ∙ Breathability > 10.000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Long underlaid zipper with a top overlap.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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Elite
CYCLING BIB SHORTS

 ∙ Elastic and breathable Lycra Power fabric 
that offers freedom of movement.

 ∙ Flat seams ensure maximum comfort.

 ∙ Anti-slip grippers around the legs 
to prevent riding up.

MEN 
n60069-MA89 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n60069-MA49 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n60069-LA89 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 
n60069-LA50 (Zoom X pad Women)

KIDS 
n60069-JA29

N O T E S
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MEN 
n60169-MA07 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n60169-MA24 (Zoom X pad) 
 

WOMEN 
n60169-LA52 (Endurance 3D pad women) 

n60169-LA51 (Zoom X pad women)

Elite
CYCLING ¾ BIB SHORTS

 ∙ Anti-slip grippers around the legs to prevent riding up.

 ∙ Flat seams ensuring maximum comfort.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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Elite
CYCLING BIB TIGHTS

 ∙ Thermally insulated Roubaix material 
for added warmth.

 ∙ Flat seams ensuring maximum comfort.

 ∙ Reflective zippers on the outside of the legs 
to increase visibility.

MEN 
n60266-MA25 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n60266-MA48 (Zoom X pad) 
n60266-MA90 (no pad)

WOMEN 
n60266-LA88 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 
n60266-LA53 (Zoom X pad Women) 
n60266-LA90 (no pad)

KIDS 
n60213-JA22 (no bibs)

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70271-UP18 

 
KIDS 

 n70271-JP28

Elite
CYCLING START-FINISH PANTS

 ∙ Insulated material that ensures optimal warm comfort 
before any race.

 ∙ Full length side zippers make it easy to remove 
the pants over shoes.

 ∙ Elastic waistband for comfort and fit.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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N O T E S
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COLLECTION

I enjoy a moderate amount of cycling 
and I’m happy with the simple, 

looser-fitting patterns and traditional 
fabrics. In my bib shorts I prefer a pad 

for short distance riding 
around 1 hour.

ACTIVE
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Spinn
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Elastic inserts under the sleeves 
for a great anatomic fit.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket with cable opening.

 ∙ Anti-slip elastic waistband to prevent 
your top from riding up.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

MEN 
n50070-MS41

WOMEN 
n50070-LS41

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50016-MS06 
n50016-MS37 
(short zipper)

WOMEN 
n50016-LS06 
n50016-LS37 

(short zipper)

Devan
CYCLING JERSEY

 ∙ Comfortable and durable Devan material.  

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Full length zipper makes getting dressed easier.

N O T E S
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Primavera
CYCLING JACKET

 ∙ Light, water-repellent Primavera membrane.

 ∙ High collar made from warm Roubaix material.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

MEN 
n50232-ML16 
 
WOMEN 
n50232-LL16 

N O T E S
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MEN 
n60067-MA12

WOMEN 
n60067-LA14 

n60011-LA14 (no bibs)

KIDS 
n60011-JA29 (no bibs)

Lycra
CYCLING BIB SHORTS

 ∙ Stretchy Lycra fabric for comfortable fit.

 ∙ Mesh bibs for excellent ventilation.

 ∙ Legs finished with anti-slip elastic cuff.

 ∙ Reflective details to increase visibility.

N O T E S
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N O T E S
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COLLECTION

I regularly take part in competitions, 
and I want to be the best I can be, 

so I need a fast, aero skinsuit. 
 Whether I’m competing in a road race 
or time trial, on the track, or off-road in 
cyclocross or MTB events, I want a great 

fitting skinsuit with optional pockets 
and a choice of pads 

and sleeve lengths.

SKINSUITS
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Sonic
CYCLING SKINSUIT

 ∙ Meticulously researched and tested combination 
of materials to reduce drag and improve speed.

 ∙ Invisible endings on legs and arms ensures perfect adhesion, 
reducing wrinkles and keeping your shape aero.

 ∙ Robust zipper will keep everything in place.

 ∙ Integrated back number pocket removes needs for pins 
and improves your aerodynamics, saving time 

and prolonging the life of the suit.

 ∙ State of the art 3D pad, keeps you comfortable in the saddle, 
so you can hold that aero position for longer.

MEN 
n50544-UT14 (Sonic 3D pad, long sleeve, one number pocket) 
n50542-UT18 (Sonic 3D pad, long sleeve, one number pocket 
+ radio pocket)

WOMEN 
n50544-UT15 (Sonic 3D women pad, long sleeve, one number pocket) 
n50542-UT19 (Sonic 3D women pad, long sleeve, one number pocket 
+ radio pocket)

N O T E S
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MEN 
n56069-MA09 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n56069-MA20 (Zoom X pad) 
 

WOMEN 
n56069-UA29 (Endurance 3D pad women) 

n56069-UA28 (Zoom X pad women)

Brios/Speed
CYCLING SKINSUIT

 ∙ Combination of our most aerodynamic materials.

 ∙ An opening between the upper and lower parts for easier comfort 
breaks.

 ∙ Legs finished with “fullgrip” elastic cuff that is stitched with 
reflective flatlock seam.

 ∙ Active seems provide better elasticity and deliver perfect fit.

 ∙ Long invisible zipper does not disturb the garment’s design.

 ∙ Anatomically structured cut.

 ∙ Three compartment back pocket.

N O T E S
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Lycra Power
CYCLING SKINSUIT

 ∙ New anatomical cut.

 ∙ Stitched with flat seams for greater comfort.

 ∙ Legs finished with elastic fabric 
for maximal comfort.

 ∙ Option to have zero or one back pocket 
depending on your personal preference.

N O T E S

MEN 
n56018-MA03 (short sleeve, Endurance 3D pad) 
n56018-MA38 (short sleeve, Zoom X pad) 
n56028-MA03 (long sleeve, Endurance 3D pad) 
n56028-MA38 (long sleeve, Zoom X pad) 
WOMEN 
n56018-UA35 (short sleeve, Endurance 3D pad women) 
n56018-UA34 (short sleeve, Zoom X pad women) 
n56028-UA35 (long sleeve, Endurance 3D pad women) 
n56028-UA34 (long sleeve, Zoom X pad women) 
KIDS 
n56018-JA20 (short sleeve, Endurance 3D pad kids) 
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COLLECTION

ACCESSORIES
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Socks
CYCLING

 ∙ Minimum order of customized socks is 100 pairs.

 ∙ Silver in the fibre core to reduce odour.

 ∙ Abrasion resistant.

 ∙ Available in 3 different lengths.

UNI 
n01029-US21 (regular 4 cm) 
n01029-UL21 (high 8 cm) 
n01029-UE21 (extra high 11 cm)

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70531-UP15 (regular) 

n70531-UP17 (aerodynamic)

Gloves
SHORT FINGER

 ∙ Elastic material.

 ∙ Foam padding for palm protection.

CYCLING

N O T E S
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Gloves
LONG FINGER

 ∙ Non-slip silicone pattern on the palms.

 ∙ Thermally insulated membrane fabric.

UNI 
n70577-UP16 (RainMem)

CYCLING

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70012-UF04 (Roubaix) 

n70017-UF07 (RainMem X3) 
n70011-UF04 (Lycra)

 ∙ Silicon rubber gripper to stop the garment moving.

Arm warmers
CYCLING

N O T E S
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Leg warmers
CYCLING

 ∙ Silicon rubber gripper to stop the garment moving.

 ∙ Option of mesh material on the back for greater ventilation.

 ∙ Zipper on the sides for easier wearing and removal.

UNI 
n70032-UF04 (Roubaix) 
n70039-UF19 (Roubaix - mesh) 
n70037-UF09 (RainMem X3) 
n70031-UF04 (Lycra)

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70022-UF04 (Roubaix) 

n70029-UF18 (Roubaix - mesh) 
n70027-UF07 (RainMem X3) 

n70021-UF04 (Lycra)

 ∙ Silicon rubber gripper to stop the garment moving.

 ∙ Option of mesh material on the back for greater ventilation.

Knee warmers
CYCLING

N O T E S
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Shoe covers
CYCLING

 ∙ With long zipper for ease of use.

 ∙ Anti-slip gripper to keep the cuff in place.

UNI 
n70042-UF14 (Roubaix) 
n70047-UF16 (RainMem X3) 
n70041-UF14 (Lycra)

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70114-UF01

 ∙ Quick-drying anti-fade PES X4 fabric retains its colour 
despite prolonged exposure to direct sunlight.

 ∙ Mesh panel at the back for better breathability.

Cap
CYCLING

N O T E S
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N O T E S
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